
 

 

HUDHUD  FIRST FIELD REPORT  ORRISSA, MALKANGIRI 

First Cyclone in Living Memory 
The adivasi dominated Malkangiri  (the worst hit Visakhapatnam 

district in Andhra Pradesh is bordering Malkangiri) was the 
landfall route of the Devastating HudHud Cyclone before it 

entered Chhatisgarh. 

Malkangiri, 15th October 2014 

Hudhud prelude 

4th of 
October 2014 

9th  of 
October 2014 

10 and 11th of 
October 2014 

12th October 
2014 

Deadly Cyclone forecasted 
by the IMD and the state 
remained on alert. 

The final Landfall track 
identified on the Malkangiri 
& Koraput district boarder 

General assumption for 
Malkangiri was that the hills 
would stop the wind on its  
way back 

The last leg of landfall of 
Hudhud cross with more 
than 70kms in night 

House of Bimala Padiami damaged  

Cyclone of the intensity of 70 to 80 kilometers per hour have not 
happened in the living memory of this adivasi dominated 

Malkangiri. The communities never believed that this would 
happen in their villages. Fortunately the deadly cyclone have 

passed the district without the heart rending devastations. 
However, the standing and flowering paddy crop lost its grain 

holding capacity with the trashing wind, old economic trees like 
Mahua, Tamarind, Palm trees are widely uprooted in the 

villages. The damage of house is limited to few numbers where 
big trees are fallen over it. Our teams couldnot visit the interior 

villages and where the house damages could be more. 

Bamboo bush of Mukunda Madkami uprooted 
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As we write the first report the Malkangiri district remains cut off from the rest of the state as the only connecting 

road has been washed out by the flash floods at two locations. Added to this, scores of trees are on the road, which 
is being cleared by the teams of NDRF and ODRAF.  

Preparations to the Hudhud Cyclone; Going by the national advisory the ORRISSA team members mobilized the 
Community Resource Persons as well as the Community Leaders to convince people to move to safer houses as the 

forecast was that the district would get wind speed of 100km per hour or more. Initial reaction of the community 
was very passive and the leaders too couldn’t understand the threats of a Cyclone as none of them have any 

knowledge about it.  As most of the villages have no concrete house the villagers after lot of persuation, agreed to 
put sand bags on the Asbestos/Tin roofs of the Indira Awas Yojona houses where families from Kutcha houses 

could take shelter. Some of the interior villages have no semi pucca houses. In the grampanchayats of Jharapalli, 
Pedakonda and Padmagiri families living in 7 hamlets moved to the Grampanchayat level concrete structures from 

the morning of 12th October. 

The impact of the Hudhud cyclone devastations are not widely visible 
but the widespread crop loss  

and loss of the key economic assets are ringing the bell 

Sambari Madi of Sorisamal of Sindhirimal GP 
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The Route of the landfall passed through Malkangiri 

Post Cyclone public line at 
the Kerosene shop  
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The exact loss and its volume could be assessed through a systematic process, which will take time. However, 
the initial assessments reason that the crop loss at this pre-harvest stage is widespread compared to the loss of 
home and other unmovable assets. Fortunately the post cyclone rain did not last long otherwise many kutcha 
houses would have been destroyed. There are no electricity in the villages as the connecting poles are uprooted. 
The communities now hunt for the basic kerosene needed for their houses as we initiate the process of 
assessment as well as saving whatever the families could to manage their much awaited harvest from the only 
crop season of the year. 

 

The effects of the 
very severe 
Cyclone could 
hardly stop the life 
process of the 
community here. 
A group collecting 
fish from the 
flowing waters.   

The major damage of this cyclone has 
caused is the paddy fields. The upland 
paddy which are being harvested have 
suffered a loss. The ripe crop fallen on 
the ground need immediate harvest put a 
challenge to the families. The flowering 
paddy fields on the middle land and low 
land have lost its flowers and the hay 
harvest for the cattle’s are also not 
possible at this point of time. The plants 
at vegetable fields have also been 
affected by heavy wind and insistent 
rain. Most of the fruit bearing trees like 
the papaya have been uprooted. 


